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Abstract 

The new generation of computed tomography devices like the YXLON FF20 and FF35 achieve 
extremely precise X-ray inspection results in 2D and computed tomography (CT) for a wide range of 
applications while at the same time it offers user friendliness at highest level by a new intuitive touch interface 
control concept and further smart functionalities. Available in a single or dual tube configuration, it is perfect for 
very small to medium size parts inspection in the automotive, electronics, aerospace and material science 
industries and research. With this new generation of CT devices the operator will generate the best 
results to understand the smallest details in his test sample. 
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1. Introduction 

Computed tomography goes light years beyond regular 2-D X-ray technology to deliver accurate 

three-dimensional images of scanned objects, including their voids and areas of differing density. It 

has become one of the most important and powerful non-destructive testing (NDT) methods - an 

achievement resulting from the continuous improvement of CT scanning and reconstruction methods, 

the enabling of increased precision and resolution, the manufacturing of cheaper and more compact 

devices and finally innovative concepts allowing for highest user friendliness to simplify the 

execution of successful CT experiments with high quality results.  

Today´s range of NDT applications is applied to nearly every industry, i.e. automotive, electronics, 

aerospace and material science. Here, CT is used for research and development, failure analysis, 

process and quality control, small series inspection, combined DR-CT inspection, defect and material 

analysis, assembly checks and, becoming more and more important, metrology, i.e. dimensional 

measurements. To comply with such a variety of demands, YXLON has developed the powerful FF35 

CT with an optional dual-tube-configuration (nano-focus transmission tube and high power micro-

focus tube), which makes the FF35 CT extremely versatile. With a simple touch of a button, each tube 

can be adjusted independently. Intuitive system control is accomplished via two touchscreens 

displaying easy-to-understand graphics. Intelligent functionality supports the user: As an example, 

"IntelliGuard" avoids collision with X-ray tube and detector by automatically determining the outer-

shape of the inspection item during a 360° rotation. CT trajectories such as “HeliExtend” (Helical CT 

scan and reconstruction method) provide consistently good image quality from top to bottom, and 
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capture elongated specimen with a high magnification scan. A system health monitor provides 

information on various parameters. Additionally, one can access this health-state of the system and 

the progress of the CT (and reconstruction) from everywhere through remote monitoring software. 

2. Experimental Method 

Experiments are performed by choosing one out of two different x-ray sources mounted side-by-side 

in the high precision laboratory CT system FF35. The nano-focus transmission x-ray tube with a 

maximum photon energy of 190 kV and a maximum output power of 15 W enables highest resolution 

by accessing sub-micron length scales. The more powerful directional x-ray source performs up to 

225 kV and a maximum target power of 280 W. The FF35 CT is equipped with a 300 mm  x 250 mm 

(w x h) flat panel detector with a pixel size of 139 µm and various scintillator materials. A granite 

base enables precise manipulation of the inspection part which can weight up to 30 kg. By using the 

horizontal scan field extension or the helical CT option for vertical scan field extension the maximum 

scan field can be 300 mm in diameter or 500 mm in height. The additional detector axis for 

movements along the beam direction (focus to detector distance (FDD)) allows for the optimal 

combination of magnification (up to factor 200 and more) and collected photons for highly resolved 

CT results with an optimal signal-to-noise ratio. Reconstruction of the CT volumes is carried out by a 

filtered back projection algorithm. Data quality can be improved by applying a numerous variety of 

correction filters for beam-hardening, ring-artefacts, noise, bad pixels, focal spot drift, and more.  

 

Figure 1: YXLON FF35 CT system. 
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3. Challenges for Additive Manufacturing 

Different application examples from different industries will be presented during the presentation to 

show challenges, problems and typical defects for this production method. 

 

Figure 2: Flow measurement nozzle with internal defects. 

 

Figure 3: Air probe with internal defects (closed channels). 

 

Figure 4: Cranial implant with powder residue in the lattice structure. 
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4. CT as a tool for process optimization 

During the presentation different examples how to use an industrial CT scanner like the YXLON 

FF35 as a tool for process optimization for the additive manufacturing production process will be 

shown. 

 

Figure 5: CT is not only a tool for quality assurance and metrology. With the right analysis it is able to optimize 

your design and printing process. 

5. CT Metrology 

With the FF35 CT system we implemented several functions referring to the VDI/VDE 2630. 

Different functions will be presented like Air-Conditioning, the SD Measurement Report, the 

YXLON SD Measurement Gauge and the Health Monitor. 

 

Figure 1: Selected features of the FF35 Metrology CT system: SD Measurement Report and YXLON SD 

Measurement gauge. 
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An example, a helicopter bell crank, will be presented to show the different types of measurements and analysis. 

 

Figure 1: Bell crank with different measurements. 

 

6. Results 

With the results of representative applications from additive manufacturing it was demonstrated how 

the performance of a today´s laboratory CT devices, such as the YXLON FF35 CT, can support the 

analysis and inspection tasks for quality assurance, metrology and process optimization for different 

industries. 
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